Instructions - Try to do your homework on your own. Some of the questions will require additional thought. It is more important to have your own opinion on the problems and argue along, than copying from other persons’ answer sheet. You will get extra credit for good argument.

CHAPTER 6
p.559 Problem 4. (5pt)
p.560 Problem 6. (10pt) (Solve the one at the bottom of the page in “Problems” section)
p.561 Problem 7. (15pt – 5pt each)
p.561 Problem 11. (5pt)

CHAPTER 7
p.644 Problem 4. (5pt)
p.644 Problem 6. (5pt)
p.645 Problem 1. (8pt – 2pt each)

CHAPTER 8
p.722 Problem 3. (5pt)
p.723 Problem 8. (5pt)
p.723 Problem 14. (5pt)
p.724 Problem 11 (5pt)